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QUESTION: 58
You are reviewing the production status of your manufacturing plant shop floor as a
production supervisor. Your production manager wants a report on a work order status
which is reserved against a particular customer. The final assembly of the work order is
serialized. Which option shows the steps to complete the task using the mobile
application?

A. Use your mobile camera to scan the bar coded serial number of the final assembly>
Upload the barcode to open the work order details page > Click Actions and select the Email icon> Select required work orders> Select the e-mail client, enter the recipient’s email, and click Send.
B. Select the infotile Customer to open the work order details page> Click Actions and
select the E-mail icon> Select required work orders>Select the e-mail client, enter the
recipient’s e-mail, and click Send.
C. Use your mobile camera to scan the bar coded serial number of the final assembly>
Upload the barcode to open the work order details page> Select required work orders>
Click Social icon (OSN) > Select recipient, and click Share.
D. Search the work order by customer name to open the work order details page> Click
Actions and select the E-mail icon> Select required work orders> Select the e-mail client,
enter the recipient’s e-mail, and click Send.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 59
Planning Central has collected manufacturing data for a Work Order WO-2045 (Make
Item AS1000), where actual duration of work order is 2 days. Item AS1000
manufacturing lead time is 1.25 days. A plan is run and the Work Order WO-2045 is
rescheduled. Identify the duration of the rescheduled Work Order WO- 2045.

A. Rescheduled Work Order WO-2045 duration = 2 days
B. Rescheduled Work Order WO-2045 duration = 1.25 days
C. Rescheduled Work Order WO-2045 duration = 3.25days
D. Rescheduled Work Order WO-2045 duration = 0.75 days

Answer: D

QUESTION: 60
The production user wants to report Work Order completion. Identify two ways of
reporting the progress of work order at work order operation level.

A. Change Move status to Ready.
B. Complete using quantity completion
C. Complete with Details
D. Quick Complete
E. Change status of Operation to completed

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 61
In a manufacturing plant, two purchase components P1 and P2 and a resource R1 are
required to assemble a product. The cost of the assembly is calculated by using the
standard costing method. The work definition and resource rates of the assembly have
been defined as required. A cost accountant is estimating cost of the assembly, analyzing
rolled-up costs before finally publishing estimates as frozen standards to cost accounting
by using a cost planning scenario. While reviewing rolled up costs, the extended costs of
purchase components are not included in a rolled-up scenario. Identify the reason.

A. Purchase components P1 and P2 are not associated with Material cost plan of the cost
planning scenario.
B. Costs for purchase components P1 and P2 are not defined in cost accounting.
C. Create Accounting was not initiated.
D. Create Accounting Distributions was not initiated.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 62
The Manufacturing Engineer, responsible for creating and maintaining the Work
Definitions, has scheduled the Process Item Structure Changes to Work Definitions
program. However, after the execution of the program the engineer did not receive a
notification with the details of the Item Structure changes. Which two reasons could
cause this?

A. The engineer does not have Data access to Items Attributes.
B. The engineer does not have Data access to Items.
C. The engineer does not have Data access to Manufacturing plant in which the Item
Structure change was performed.
D. The engineer does not have Data access to Item Structures.
E. The engineer does not have the Manage Work Definitions function privilege.

Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 63
A Manufacturing Engineer in a plant is creating an alternative manufacturing process for
an item using its existing Work Definitions. After copying from the existing Work
Definition WD1 to the alternative Work Definition WD2, the engineer finds that the
operation items were not copied in the alternative manufacturing process WD2.
Identify the reason.

A. The Production Priority was not populated in the new Work Definition WD2 during
creation.
B. The Item and Structure Name in the existing Work Definition WD1 were retained in
the new Work Definition WD2 as well during creation.
C. The Item and Structure Name were changed in the new Work Definition WD2 during
creation.
D. The Start Data was not populated in the new Work Definition WD2 during creation.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 64
Your Customer has implemented Oracle Cloud Manufacturing and the Manufacturing
user is in the process of defining Work Definition and Operations. However, this user is
unable to assign an ad hoc item, Grease, to an operation. Identify the reason.

A. The user doesn’t have Override Item Structure Components in the Work Definition
privileges.
B. An item cannot be assigned on an ad hoc basis.
C. The user doesn’t have access to the PIM module.
D. The user doesn’t have Data access to create item structure.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 65
Identify three types of Item Quantities displayed in the Work Order History tab.

A. Scrapped Quantity
B. In Process Quantity

C. Remaining Quantity
D. Total Quantity
E. Completed Quantity

Answer: A, C, E
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